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Writing Bad Briefs: How to Lose a Case in 100 Pages or More

Writing a really bad brief — a brief so bad you’re sure to lose your case — is a skill few attorneys acquire. Only a select few can do that more than once or twice in a lifetime.

You might wonder why you’d ever want to lose a case. Perhaps you hate your client. Let’s face it: Some clients are scam artists, especially those who don’t pay you. Perhaps you hate your client’s case. On an ethical level, the world will be better off, frankly, if some of your clients lose. Or perhaps you like your client, but you realize that your client will lose sooner or later. You might want to throw your client’s case before your legal fees grow too high. Or perhaps you’re in league with your adversary. The job market is tough, after all; maybe you’re trying to get a job at your adversary’s law firm. Or perhaps you want to ingratiate yourself with a judge who’ll probably rule against your client anyway. Lawyers need to think about their next case, don’t they? Or perhaps you’ve learned that your client has shallow pockets, and you need to cut your losses and move on before your firm downsizes you. That can happen a lot these days.

The reasons you might want to lose are many, and writing a bad brief is a key to losing. For those lawyers who want to lose — and lose big — this column’s for you.

Rule #1: Ugly’s in the Eye of the Beholder.
Stimulate readers visually. Make sure you have a bad cover. Because first impressions count when it comes to briefs, judges will notice a bad cover. They’ll assume that if you don’t care about presentation, you probably won’t care about getting the law right. Include a border, preferably with a seasonal motif. Flowers and snowflakes add a great touch. If the court has specific requirements about how the cover should look, ignore those rules. Judges have little sense of style anyway.

Then reverse the caption. If, at the trial level, the People of the State of New York had prosecuted the defendant, make it look on appeal as if the defendant-appellant is suing the People. If you include a caption, use a typeface like Old English Text or any other font that looks like hieroglyphics. Omit your firm’s name and your name if you want to disassociate yourself from your loser client.

It’ll be easier for your client to go down in defeat if you leave little white space on a page. The white space is the space in the margins and between words, sentences, and paragraphs. The more words you put on a page, the greater your chances of losing. Judges will know right away that they’re reading a losing brief. No need for margins. Margins were created for legal-writing teachers to critique your work in law school. Judges, too, need margins because their eyesight has dimmed over the years, so don’t give them any. Your goal is to make sure the judge won’t read your brief.

The more typefaces in your brief, the more you’ll distract the judge from finding any good arguments your client might have. You’re closer to losing than you think if your brief looks like a ransom note. Challenge yourself to write each paragraph in a different typeface. If you really want to signal that you and your brief are losers, write each sentence in a different typeface: one in Times New Roman, another in Courier, and a third in Garamond. When neon lights fail, bold, underline, and italicize, preferably all at once, and all in quotation marks. How else are you going to emphasize your lack of forthcoming content, show sarcasm, and prove your paranoia? Then uppercase as many words as you can. Capitalizing excessively makes your writing memorable, albeit unreadable.

Black ink signals professionalism. Don’t use it, unless you want to win. Make your brief ugly by using baby pink or sky blue ink. The judge will notice the cute feminine or masculine charm.

If you want to irritate a judge, don’t include page numbers at the bottom of each page. Judges should know how to count.

Include lots of footnotes, all in a small typeface. That’ll cause the judge to dwell on the irrelevant red herring in your case. Burying substantive arguments in footnotes is how you’ll get judges and their law clerks to make law, even if the law they’ll make favors your adversary. Great law started in the footnotes. Ask any Supreme Court clerk.

To lose, don’t bind your brief. If you must bind it, use a rubber band or string. That’ll help the judges lose some or all the pages. Or bind the brief with a metal clip with razor-sharp edges. You spilled blood writing the brief. Why shouldn’t the judge?
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and law clerk? They’ll reward your thoughtlessness when they write their decision. If you decide to bind your brief, make sure the binding prevents the judge from reading the brief. Every time the judge turns the page, the brief should snap shut. When submitting the brief, include a paperweight to hold the brief open. The judge might think it’s an exhibit.

Non-gender-neutral writing is like a bump on the road that focuses travelers on the trip rather than the destination. Make the judge dwell not on your content but on why you used “he” or “she.” If you’re not sure whether to use “she,” “he,” or “it,” use all three, like so: “s/he/it.” There’s nothing like a few “s/he/its” to make your brief look exactly like that.

Boilerplate doesn’t work, and that’s why you should use it. Your brief should look like a cut-and-paste job.

The longer your brief, the less the judge will understand your case.

Reuse large portions of your brief from another brief you’ve written. Another tactic is to regurgitate a brief an intern wrote 10 years ago, and neither update nor check the old citations. Go green: Recycle your arguments. Diligent judges know that clients and cases are unique. You need to disabuse them of the notion that your client’s case is unique.

Get an intern to photocopy your brief. Make sure the text on the photocopies is crooked and distorted. Have the intern photocopy half of each page. You’ll leave the judge wondering what’s missing.

Rule #2: Maintain Order With Disorder.

Winners pick and choose their issues and arrange them in order of strength. Loser wannabes include as many issues as they can think of and arrange them in alphabetical order. Like a law school exam, a brief is all about issue spotting, no? Besides, if you don’t include all the atmospherics, you won’t preserve issues for your appeal. Having many issues means you’ve thought about your case in depth. Put substantive issues first. Leave dispositive issues for the end. Save jurisdictional issues for the last page. Doing so will catch the judge’s attention. Not.

Don’t organize your arguments. Let the judge figure out what’s important. That’s not your job. If you’re dealing with a conscientious judge, raise facts and issues not in the record.

When it comes to standards of review, who needs standards? Don’t tell the judge what standard to use. Judges know what standards apply. If they don’t, show them the record. If someone at your firm forces you to discuss legal standards, mix them up. Judges appreciate an enlightened discussion about why they have the discretion in the interests of justice to disregard a constitutional statute whose plain language is not subject to reasonable debate.

A brief is mystery writing in disguise. Leave the main point for the last line of the last page. You want to stun the judge.

Divert the judge’s attention from real arguments and focus instead on bogus ones. Instead of making legal arguments, make only policy arguments, regardless of any binding authority that rejects the policy you suggest. Or avoid policy arguments altogether. Policy is for politicians.

Include at least one argument that doesn’t pass the laugh test. It’s helpful if the argument is outrageous. Putting a smile on the judge’s face: Priceless.

Judges need much structure. That’s why your brief shouldn’t have any. Don’t include headings or subheadings. No need to tell the court in what direction you’re headed. Forget IRAC or any other organizational tool you’ve learned. Your law professors made you learn that stuff to make their job easier when they graded exams — and to help you win cases. If losing is your goal, forget what the experts told you.

Never weave a theme or theory of the case into the brief. Themes and theories tell the judge what your case stands for — something about which your judge should remain clueless. A confused judge means a happy client. And happy clients want you to write about why your adversary is a jerk, not about pretentious and arcane themes and theories.

Invert the parties’ names. Write “appellee” when you mean to write “appellant.” Never use your client’s name or your adversary’s name. But if you must, use acronyms. If your client’s name is “Olivia Knight,” use “OK” throughout your brief. If the appellant’s name is “Bob Smith,” write “BS.”

Because good writing is planned, formal speech, avoid outlining and editing, and use contractions and abbreviations.

Include many facts. Leave nothing out. Be sure to mention a witness’s eye color, social security number, and family history. Including every irrelevant fact, person, place, and date will guarantee that the court won’t know whether the case involves a tort, a contract, or a constitutional wrong. Arrange the facts in reverse chronological order. Don’t even think about techniques of storytelling, making your client come alive, and offering a succinct, concise procedural history from your client’s perspective.

Misstate the law. Make it up if the court’s holding favors your client. Logic tells you that the law can be so wrong. Don’t explain how the law applies to your client’s facts. The law is what it is. You can’t change anything about it. Avoid common sense. If you pretend that you want to win and you decide to integrate law and fact, start the sentence as follows, “In my humble opinion . . . .” Every judge will know that true enlightenment will come at the end of the sentence. That’s why you’re guaranteed to lose in the end.

When you’ve lost all hope, and things seem to be going your way
despite all your efforts, or lack thereof, throw all the pages to the brief down a flight of stairs, collect them, and submit them in the order the pages fell on the floor. Every case is a puzzle waiting to be solved.

Rule #3: Quote Other Judges and Lawyers Because Your Ideas Don’t Matter.

No one wants to hear what you have to say. Someone smart said it before. Just repeat it. Using lots of long quotations means you didn’t do independent research and analysis. Make your lack of effort obvious. Block quotations are essential in a loser brief. They waste tons of space. And no one reads them. The less the judge reads, the likelier you’ll lose. When you quote, misquote. How else will you know whether the judge read your brief? Make sure you quote dicta, not holdings. Also, quote language that sounds good, even if the case goes against your client’s position — and even if the case facts are different from your case. If you’ve read it before, it must be true. Don’t bother checking other authorities. Quote all the language from the source. Include everything. Regurgitate the holdings of the case, paragraph by paragraph. Take the holdings from the headnotes. Better yet, quote from the headnotes.

Rule #4: Citations Are for the Lame and the Weak.

Misquote your authorities. Get the volume of the reporter right, but forget page numbers. Close enough is good enough, unless your goal is to lose by winning. If a decision is longer than one page, never give the pinpoint citation. Your goal is to make it so difficult for the judge to find any morsel of accuracy that the judge will turn to your adversary’s brief.

String cite whenever possible. If you have 20 cases for the same proposition, add them all. To show that you’re smarter than the judge — a losing and therefore effective strategy — cite after every proposition in your brief, even for obvious statements. But don’t cite the record below. Pointless.

Nor should you cite much legal authority. Judges are busy skeptics. It’s fun to make them and their law clerks research from scratch. If they don’t, and they probably won’t, you’re halfway to your losing goal line.

Never write the name of the case correctly. Pick one party and leave the other one out of the citation. Annoying the court will help you lose.

Don’t cite the official reporters. Make the judge and law clerk find the correct citation. You just know they won’t.

If you cite, don’t explain why your citations are relevant. Mention that the cases are on point, but don’t say why. If you try to explain the case, make the case more complicated than it is. If you want to be analytical and fancy, start every paragraph with “My adversary’s argument is mendacious and ridiculous.” And never use parenthetical explanations after citations. Parentheticals just throw judges a curve.

Don’t cite binding cases from your jurisdiction. Cite oral decisions. Cite and quote only from dissenting and concurring opinions. Don’t cite constitutions, statutes, or other laws.

Never attach the hard-to-find cases or the law you’ve cited.

Rule #5: Being a Lawyer Means Knowing How to Break the Rules.

The more rules you break, the greater your chances of losing. If the judge presiding over your case limits your brief to 15 pages, ignore the page limit. Rules are made to be broken. The judge obviously doesn’t know that more is better. Exceed the limit. Make it 25, 50, 100, or more pages. The longer your brief, the less the judge will understand your case. Hauling heavy briefs will give the judge the excuse not to read your brief. Besides, most judges can’t concentrate for more than 10 minutes at a stretch. And judges will usually fall asleep — they call it “deliberating” — by the mid-afternoon from all the hard work they’ve done digesting their two-hour lunches. The longer and more boring the brief, the faster you’ll get the judge to deliberate over your brief.

If you’re a stickler for the rules, condense your 100-page brief to fit a 15-page limit. It doesn’t matter whether the text is too small to read. It’ll give the judge an opportunity to take out a magnifying glass and see your case for what it really is: a loser.

Deadlines are for deadbeats. The more important it is to the court or your adversary for you to file a brief on time, the more you should be late. That’s why, when you get a project, you shouldn’t start early.

Don’t include a table of contents or a table of authorities. Including either one of them, or including both of them, means you’re a showoff.

Rule #6: Make It Personal.

If you’ve tried all the above rules, and you still haven’t lost, go for the jugular. Attack the court, opposing counsel, and your adversary with insults, condescending language, snide remarks, irony, and humor. Destroy them: Denigrate their intelligence, motives, and integrity. Tell them how you really feel. Assail the court’s earlier decisions. Pour it on like salt on a wound. Critique your adversary’s writing skills. It’s obvious you went to the better law school. Don’t be deferential to the court. We all know that the judge isn’t the sharpest tool in the shed, just the more politically connected. If you choose to be deferential, make it sound phony: Use “respectfully” a lot. If you do that, the court might not sanction you for frivolous litigation.

Losing briefs are those that demonstrate how the court is conspiring with your adversary against your client and you personally. Use the phrase “in cahoots” often.

Tell the court that your adversary is a “liar” who likes to tell “fanciful fairytales.” From then on, call your adversary “My opponent’s ‘esteemed’ attorney.” If your adversary responds in kind, keep fighting back. Hit below the belt. Judges love it when both parties take off the gloves. You’ll entertain your judge, who’ll place bets with court personnel on which lawyer will end up the bigger loser.
Rule #7: Bury the Bad Stuff.
Losers concede nothing. Fight to the end, especially on the little things that don’t matter. How else will the judge know that you’re passionate about the case?

Include only the facts favorable to your client. Hide unfavorable facts. A judge who thinks you’re sleazy will reward you with the loss you seek.

Bury the bad cases — the ones that go against your client’s position. If you’ve found a case that goes against your argument, don’t mention it. Let your adversary find it. No point in talk-

Punctuation is important, but not in a losing brief. You’ve never learned the difference between a comma, period, semicolon, and colon. No reason to start now. To make your brief stand out, challenge yourself to write a sentence that covers an entire paragraph. Stream of consciousness means you’ve thought about the case.

Handwritten edits will do. Put arrows and stars for the judge to follow your argument. You want your work to stand out; show the judge that you didn’t put the effort to proofread. If you want to look like you care, handwrite the page numbers in black ink in the bottom left-hand corner, right near the brief’s binding. Finding the page numbers is half the fun in reading a brief.

Misspell your client’s name. Misspell the judge’s name. If you can’t remember the judge’s name, call the judge “Mr.,” especially if the judge is a woman.

Rule #8: You’re a Lawyer, Not an Editor.
Lawyers don’t have time to spellcheck, proofread, or cite check. Time is money for lawyers. But for judges, seeing typos in a brief is like having a cellular phone go off in a quiet courtroom to the doleful Ramones’ “I Wanna be Sedated” ballad. Don’t sweat the details. It’s the big stuff that counts in a brief. Use typos to signal that you’re a busy and successful lawyer — albeit a loser — with a great practice.

Repeat your arguments every chance you get. That will guarantee that the judge won’t care even if you’re right on the law. Belabor the obvious.

No need for clarity or brevity: Hapless virtues.

Don’t begin paragraphs with topic sentences or draft transitions to connect paragraphs.

If you choose to be deferential, make it sound phony: Use “respectfully” a lot. Obfuscate with jargon.

Rule #9: Be Superficial: It’s Not the Substance That Counts.
Write emotionally: Show the judge what matters. Because understatement is persuasive, be sure to exaggerate. Details are what convince, so be conclusory.

Don’t tell the court what relief you seek. If by some mishap you win, you’ll at least get the relief you neither need nor want.

In a losing brief, the question presented should be several paragraphs long. You’ve got lots of questions, and judges always think they have lots of answers. Write the question in a way that the judge will respond with a definite “maybe.”

In your facts section, include facts that aren’t in your argument section. Include facts that aren’t in the record. If you must cite the record, direct the judge to the wrong page. A quick-

Label your headings “Introduction,” “Middle,” and “Conclusion.”

Start every argument in your opening by predicting what your adversaries might say. Then don’t say why they’re wrong.

In your reply briefs, don’t respond to your adversaries’ arguments. Restate everything you’ve already mentioned in your brief. Or, even better, raise new arguments.

Rule #10. When All Else Fails, Confuse Them With Words.
Write like a real lawyer. Confound with legalese: “aforementioned,” “hereinafter,” “said,” “same,” and “such.” Obfuscate with jargon: “the case at bar” or “in the instant case.” Bore with clichés: “wheels of justice”; “exercise in futility”; and “leave no stone unturned.”

Treasure nominalizations: Turn powerful verbs into weak nouns. Although nominalizations are wordy and abstract, relying on them is good for losing. Examples: Use “allegation” instead of “allege,” “violation of” instead of “violating,” and “motioned for” instead of “moved.”

Metadiscourse is verbal throat clearing. That’s why you need to know about this device. Every chance you
get, use “it is important to remember,” “it is significant to note,” “it should be emphasized that,” and “it goes without saying that.” Use “it is well settled” and “it is hornbook law” to describe what the less-educated might call a split in authority.

Use the passive voice everywhere: Be obtuse about who’s doing what to whom. Write “The victim was murdered by the defendant” instead of “The defendant murdered the victim.” When the issue is who murdered the victim, obscure the actor altogether: “The victim was murdered” should suffice.

Grammar — adverbs, adjectives, nouns, pronouns, agreement, parallelism, sentence fragments, verb tenses, fused participles, and gerunds — is a big blur for some lawyers. Keep it that way. Who knew about modifiers? Don’t learn the difference between “who” and “whom” and “that” and “which.” Mixed metaphors will set you apart from your adversary: Your brief will cause the judge to close the barn door after a horse shut it.

Throw in adjectives and even some adverbial excesses. Use “clearly” and “obviously,” especially when your point isn’t at all clear or obvious.

Use plenty of acronyms, especially those you never define.

Be cowardly. Include doubtful, timid, and slippery equivocations, phrases, and words: “at least as far as I’m concerned,” “generally,” “probably,” “more or less,” and “seemingly.” That’s how you show what a lousy case you have.

Instead of writing in the positive, write in the negative. Appellate judges, who themselves love expressions like “This case is remanded for proceedings not inconsistent with this opinion,” will identify with expressions like “This case is not unlike . . .”

Have fun and play with language. Create run-on sentences. Combine complicated, multisyllabic words. Construct long sentences — learned lawyers do that all the time.

Employ foreign words. It behooves you to replace English words with French, Italian, and Spanish. If you’re educated, use Latin. The judge will think you’re suí generis.

Redundancy is necessary in a losing brief. Two or more words are better than one. Use the following: “advance planning,” “few in number,” and “true facts.”

Reach for a thesaurus every chance you get. Use different words to mean the same thing. Forcing the judge to expend energy reaching for a dictionary leaves little time for the judge to read your brief.

Talk about freedom, justice, equity, and the American dream. Bring up the U.S. Constitution even if your case has nothing to do with a constitutional issue.

Include at least one rhetorical question in each paragraph. Isn’t that a good way to tell the judge you’re a LOSER?

Conclusion

Writing a bad brief takes preparation and practice. The preparation begins during law school. Few things academic apply to practicing in the real world. Lawyers must know the real rules to writing a bad brief — the things you never learned in law school and, likely, the things no one will teach you when you practice law.

If a winning brief makes it easy for the judge to rule for you and want to rule for you, the loser’s goal is to make it hard for the judge to rule for you and to make the judge want to rule against you.

If you’re unlucky enough to have smart, honest colleagues edit your brief, ignore their suggestions. Accuse them of being egotistical to deflect any notion that they’re offering helpful comments. And disregard all comments offered by your partner or supervisor. Their comments might be subversive — and actually favor your client.

Sometimes judges will feel so sorry for you that they’ll wade through your brief to find a nugget of merit. You might have a chance to win — or, lose — after all. But if losing is your goal, just read your brief, typos and all, at oral argument.


GERALD LEBOVITS is a judge of the New York City Civil Court, Housing Part, in Manhattan and an adjunct professor at Columbia Law School and St. John’s University School of Law. He thanks Alexandra Standish, his court attorney, for her help with humor. Judge Lebovits’s e-mail address is glebovits@aol.com.

EDITOR’S NOTE

In our March-April issue, the district court in Schneider v. Rusk was cited as having stripped Ms. Schneider of her U.S. citizenship because of her marriage to a German citizen (Karen DeCrow, “The Opportunity to Be Part of the World: Legal Cases for Gender Equality” March-April 2010 Journ.). That is incorrect. Ms. Schneider, a naturalized U.S. citizen, was denied a U.S. passport because she had continuously resided in a foreign country for more than a three-year period. This ruling was later overturned by the U.S. Supreme Court. We thank Cheryl Dunn Soto of San Francisco for bringing this to our attention. The full text of her letter is posted on the Journal blog.